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Making your 
vessels sea passage 
smooth & safe
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BNWAS | ECDIS | SART | EPIRB 
Radars | Navtex | GPS | Echo Sounder 
Gyro Compass | Magnetic Compass  
VHF Radio | Speedlog | Inmarsat | VDR | AIS  
MF - HF Radio | Weather Facsimile  
UHF Radio | Walkie Talkie | GMDSS Consoles 
LRIT | VSAT Satellite | Tracking & Security 
Surveillance Systems

 SALES 
SERVICE

MAINTENANCE
CERTIFICATION
INSTALLATIONS
TROUBLESHOOTING
REMOTE SUPPORT

THIS IS US
AZIMUTH RADIO TECHNOLOGIES is a 
privately owned company established in 2020, 
headquartered in the beautiful bustling blue 
Mediterranean shipping city of Limassol, Cyprus 
whilst enjoying a truly global scope and supply  
of our services. We acknowledge and understand 
the concerns and demands of the modern 
shipowners and operators to ensure the safe and 
fully functional needs of their seagoing transport 
and the passage on which they embark to give 
accurate data and mitigate potential risk.

AZIMUTH is dedicated to delivering optimal 
technologically innovative and sustainable 
solutions for faster and more efficient 
communication and navigation for seagoing 
transportation.

We are a preferred maritime choice with high 
core values and a stimulus for our people, global 
maritime industry as a responsible, accountable, 
ethical, respected, and effective service provider 
promoting integrity and openness.

WHAT WE DO
We deliver superior friendly and empathetic 
services for critical equipment onboard your 
floating asset always in compliance will national 
and international regulations and standards in 
accordance with our activities.

We are visionary, innovative, adaptable and 
take pride in our success rate.

We listen to you! We go above and beyond 
your requirements and expectations bringing 
you the AZIMUTH Seal of Approval.

Our technicians are highly skilled, trained, 
qualified, competent and authorised by major 
brands for installations and execute services  
on shipboard communication equipment 
as well as navigational aids. Retrofitting and 
maintenance of both communication and 
navigational aids also falls within the scope 
of our organisations range. We have access 
and confidently supply an extensive selection 
of new and reconditioned parts with a broad 
network of accredited companies with whom 
we enjoy excellent collaboration. We deliver 
always keeping your OPEX in mind whilst 
safeguarding the bridge resource management 
of your fleet.

QUALITY DEFINED
AZIMUTH drives success through a positive 
commercial culture reducing risk and 
increasing profitability with a prompt dynamic 
and proactive response as class authorized 
specialists for multiple reputable manufacturers.
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